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Introduction 

Raqqa, and Aleppo, Syria, Mosul, Iraq and now 

Kharkiv, Chernihiv and Mariupol in Ukraine― the 

former, to name a few, have witnessed some of 

the most intense firefights on the streets, alleys, 

and severe destruction from the air; whereas, the 

latter continues to face the brunt of a Russian 

invasion from land, air, and sea. The various 

images hold evidence of how the attacks have 

ripped these cities from civilisation, turning once 

housing complexes and education centres into 

rubbles, crippling infrastructures, while bringing 

death to thousands of local populous who were 

unable to evacuate in time.  

The article assesses challenges emanating from 

armed confrontation in urban cities in the context 

of the International Humanitarian Law (IHL). The 

article begins by taking a tour through the 

evolution of armed conflict and its gradual encroachment in cities, and thereafter assesses 
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challenges to it while taking into account the impact of heavy ordinances on the local 

populous thriving in such an environment. The article finally concludes by providing 

recommendations to address the said challenges. 

Cities as New Battlefields   

The character of warfare is constantly evolving. Historically, wars were fought on fields, 

distant from population centres, but the battles still had tremendous effect on settlements 

indirectly. Throughout history, one will find examples of urban settlements being plundered 

and devastated in war1 , or facing technological advancements of vivid kinds (from the 

catapult to trebuchet) during the siege from the ancient history to the medieval age. 2 

However, urban combat tactics have evolved enormously since the early 1800s fueled by 

the Industrial Revolution and other technological advances. To give a clear idea of the same, 

the author has categorised urban warfare into three ages:  

 The early modern age (1700 till 1918) incorporates the emergence of nation-states 

and modern large-scale militaries starting from the early 18th century when wars were 

fought between nations on open fields usually far from population centres.3  

 During the modern age, (1918-1945), cities became soft targets and were adversely 

affected by a series of conflicts. The Spanish Civil war (1936-39),4 the Second Sino-

Japanese War (1937-45),5 followed by the Second World War (1939-45),6 to name a 

few, were conflicts wherein cities became strategic targets due to their immense 

industrial and militaristic vitality, right from Rotterdam 7  to Birmingham 8 , and 

Nagasaki. The saga of ‘strategic bombing’9 resulted in cities being engulfed in flames 

with millions perishing in the fire.  

 The post-modern age (1945-present), witnessed the culmination of two power 

blocks and the evolution of a new trend of warfighting wherein the focus shifted to 

rural and semi-urban settings. We also witnessed the emergence of rural settings as 

the new Centre of Gravity like that of Malay, Laos, Vietnam, and some nations within 

the continent of Africa. 10  Later, we witnessed warfighting tactics involving urban 

guerrillas in Nicaragua and Guatemala which introduced ‘close quarter battles’ to 

military theorists which (in the longer run) proved ineffective against well-armed 

violent non-state actors operating in the region.11 

That said, since the end of the Cold War, and subsequent capitulation of power blocks, 

warfare tactics have become increasingly focused on population centres, altering the rules of 

engagement by embracing the character of armed conflict with the local populous being the 
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new centres of gravity. The shift of centres of gravity to urban population centres has made 

asymmetric warfare even more important.  

To further understand this evolving trend of warfare, it is important to first understand the 

change in demography i.e. migration from rural to urban environments. As per data 

published by the International Organization for Migration’s (IOM)12, the population living in 

urban cities is expected to increase to 68% by 2050.13 The ‘asymmetric nature of warfare’ 

can assist us in conducting a preliminary analysis on identifying reasons for this migration— 

when the diversity in population starts basing itself on  social indicators of economic 

development14, then the weakest will bear the burden of survival15 —harder the survival, 

more compelling it is to pick up weapons  for justified reasons.16  

For Violent Non-State Actors (VNSA), the urban setting comprises a population nearly 

similar in nature to what rural regions. Urban populations have a well-structured ecosystem, 

enabling the VNSA to conceal within the population and employ topography and technology 

to their advantage.17 Furthermore, this Urban ecosystem legitimises the VNSA ‘struggle’ by 

expanding their outreach through telecommunication mediums (broadcasting and radio 

platforms) enabling the VNSA to fight (in terms of economic, social, or political) in the literal 

centres of power. The use of the aforementioned technology to relay messages to every 

household (in the form of propaganda), further legitimises their struggle in the eyes of the 

local masses. This makes the civilian populous extremely vital in VNSA’s strategic planning 

because when the population is controlled, the VNSA can manipulate, terrorise, defend, 

protect or decimate, as it seems fit.18 As recent operations in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, and 

Ukraine remind us of the importance of ‘winning hearts and minds’, for said reasons, wars 

are now being increasingly fought near population centres.19 

A challenge to Humanitarian Efforts 

In accordance with the minutes of the 8953rd Security Council Meeting, United Nations 

Secretary-General António Guterres remarked that the ongoing conflicts continued to affect 

over 50 million civilian populous globally, which roughly ten times that of a conflict is 

occurring in rural settlements.20 Taking note of its complexity, military commanders and 

humanitarian aid workers are both challenged by the enemy combatants’ ability to cloak 

within the general populous. On account of anonymity, a senior commander heading the 

then-Combined Joint Task Force during ‘Operation Inherent Resolve’ elaborated his 

experience on the extreme challenges faced by his team evacuating the civilian populous 

from Daesh-occupied regions in Aleppo.21 According to him, in one instance, the fighting was 

so close that his team was exchanging fire from the living room and the enemy had occupied 

https://www.un.org/press/en/2022/sc14775.doc.htm
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the kitchen while civilians were just a floor above.22 Protecting civilians in this type of urban 

setting is both dangerous, but also critical to future operations.  

In addition to the dangers of operating in confined spaces of urban areas, humanitarian 

efforts face the challenge from high explosive ordnances which had the capability and 

potency to bring mass-scale devastation when employed in urban environments. For 

example, the explosion at the docks in Beirut that resulted in the death of 218 people, 7,000 

people wounded, and the damaging of 77,000 apartments that displaced over 300,000. 

Taking note of population density, such ordnances bring catastrophic destruction to a wide 

area. Moreover, high explosive ordnances do not affect directly, but when dropped on or in 

the vicinity of critical infrastructure, leave behind catastrophic consequences for the civilian 

populous within the region. 

In case the enemy combatants intend to strike a rocket attack on a civilian target (residential 

complex or infrastructure), the fragments emerging from the explosion may decimate the 

nearby electricity hub connected to power transmission station thereby cutting off power 

supplies to hospitals or sewage treatment facility and exposing the populous to deadly 

diseases. These attacks have severe consequences for the local populous whose survival 

depends on emergency medical services, especially when coupled with other fighting.  The 

essential infrastructure collapses in the absence of emergency services and affects millions 

residing in the vicinity. 

To minimise the said challenges, the author makes two recommendations. First, states must 

work to adapt the International Humanitarian Law (IHL) in the light of armed confrontation in 

urban settings, and then second, states in consultation with international non-governmental 

organisations and aid institutions evolve humanitarian efforts in the light of changing 

character of warfare. 

Adapting IHL In Light of Armed Confrontation in Urban Settings  

The IHL is a legal framework that exists to protect people who are non-participants in an 

armed conflict and restricts the use of violence employed against such people.23 Besides a 

few legal interpretations24, IHL holistically remains silent on armed conflict in urban settings. 

That said, with urban areas emerging as one of the primary battlefields in the 21st Century, 

the interpretation of the existing legal framework remains fluid.25 Although, the IHL does not 

explicitly prohibit the use of heavy ordnances in urban settings, its use can be questioned 

using the two fundamental principles within the IHL—the Principle of Distinction (between 

legitimate and illegitimate targets) and the Principle of Proportionality.26 

https://www.hrw.org/report/2021/08/03/they-killed-us-inside/investigation-august-4-beirut-blast#:~:text=The%20Beirut%20port%20explosion%20killed,Australia%2C%20and%20the%20United%20States.
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The ‘Principle of Distinction’ is a fundamental principle that obligates all combatants to 

distinguish between civilians and enemy combatants and clearly distinguishes between 

military and civilian objectives while restricting the use of force to against military actors 

only.27 The Principle further prohibits the discriminate/indiscriminate use of force during the 

conflict. That said, it explicitly ‘prohibits victimisation of civilians’ in any form during a conflict. 

However, as stated above it is difficult for combatants to distinguish civilians from enemy 

combatants in urban settings, the situation is further complicated by the use of heavy 

ordnances during the conflict. Taking the examples of fire engagements in Aleppo and 

Raqqa, the use of 240mm and 120mm mortar rounds, which have kill zone covering a radius 

of several hundred metres, reminds us of the horrors left beneath the rubbles.28 Taking note 

of accuracy and destruction of modern weapons, these ordnances violate the principle of 

distinction and are immoral when dropped on residential complexes.  

Furthermore, the use of heavy ordnances in densely populated regions also violates the 

‘Principle of Proportionality’. Following the said principle, military operations against known 

military targets which may result in loss of civilian lives, their incapacitation, destruction of 

their property, or a combination of all, diminishes the strategic perspective of the operation 

itself.29  Plainly, it seeks to limit the damage caused by military operations by curtailing 

excessive use of force beyond strategic advantage.30 Taking the enforceable nature of the 

principle into account, it is difficult to interpret the same in an urban environment.31 While 

measuring strategic advantage against expected collateral, should combatants take note of 

direct or indirect consequences (total number of civilian casualties) from a military operation 

or take into account all factors that could risk civilian lives, including non-lethal permanent or 

immediate direct/indirect effect? 

While we hope that all combatants should consider all predictable consequences 

irrespective of their immediate or indirect effect in regards to military operations in an urban 

area, history shows us that many non-state actors as well as some nation states do not 

abide to this accepted idea.32 Of course it is impossible to predict all possible consequences 

emanating from a military operation—combatants may invoke civilian-centric rules of 

engagements during military operations in urban settings. The said rules of engagements 

may involve a holistic analysis of post-attack impact33 (involving study of fire engagement 

and impact of heavy ordnances on infrastructure). The analysis may further involve the 

impact on civilians (permanent or immediate, direct/indirect affect) wellbeing. 34  To this 

extent, combatants may use the ‘already available data’ provided by international aid 

organisations and medical practitioners on open source platforms for possible data collation 

and comparison.35 Furthermore, the author recommends involving experts on urban warfare 
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from academia, theorists, and independent practitioners to assist commanders in assessing 

the extent of civilians as collateral during combat operations. These small study groups were 

used effectively in Afghanistan and Iraq by many military commanders including General 

David Petraeus― the architect of the US Military’s Counterinsurgency Strategy during both 

conflicts. Using experts from outside the military allows for different points of view that 

simulate revolutionary thought.  

Evolving Humanitarian Efforts in the Light of Changing Character of Warfare  

The change in the character of warfare described above calls for military scholars, legal 

professionals, and international aid workers to analyse current humanitarian practices and 

evolve them in ways that supplement the challenges emanating from armed conflict in urban 

settlements.36 To begin with, experts must first review holistically the humanitarian efforts 

undertaken in such a complex environment. The intermingling of emergency services, the 

public reliance on critical infrastructure provided by the state, presence of combatants and 

local populous in one ecosystem, and the implications of warfare tactics themselves, calls for 

an integrative approach to deliver aid rather than reliance on the traditional time-constraint 

emergency services for relief. Damaged infrastructure systems need time, specific resources 

and skills (men, means, and materials) to function again; until then, the bulk of services will 

rely explicitly on the movement and functioning of emergency services to provide relief to the 

affected populous. This would mean introducing new financial schemes37 for donor nations, 

non-government and inter-governmental aid agencies, and international aid institutions such 

as the UN based on short-term and long-term objectives as well as specific expectations 

with clearly laid outcomes. 

More importantly, humanitarian practices must take into account the impact of aerial 

bombing, shelling, close-quarter battles, and devastation of private property or symbols of 

public unity on the local populous. It is pertinent to provide psychological support to those 

affected directly or indirectly as part of humanitarian efforts. This can be as simple as making 

sure the places of worship are open or that children have fields to play sports, or they can be 

as complex as protecting cultural heritage sties like museums, libraries, or universities. 

Moreover, the emergence of digital connection must be taken into account, especially for 

those affected directly, by allowing them to connect with the rest of the world.38  

Conclusion 

The impact of death and devastation in Chernihiv, Kherson, Kharkiv, and potentially Sumy 

will haunt the local populous and drastically affect emergency services for years to come. 
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Cities that were once victims of intense urban battles including Aleppo, Raqqa, and Mosul, to 

name a few, have witnessed so much death and destruction, that it would take years, if not 

decades, to bring normalcy to the lives of the local masses. Rehabilitation and reconstruction 

initiatives will further take time due to severe contamination from high explosive ordnances in 

many parts of the region. But these cities and their horrors offer lessons for future conflicts.  

The military operations in these cities indicate that decision makers will need to plan for a 

robust humanitarian effort to cater to the needs emanating from urban conflict. Not limited to 

planning a humanitarian effort only, they need to integrate humanitarian aid and 

development initiatives in a way that will strengthen the overall effort to provide relief to the 

affected masses. That said, donors and aid agencies must prepare a separate financial 

scheme to cater needs of those affected. The principal responsibility lies on combatants 

fighting in the cities. Finally, actors involved in armed conflict and those providing 

direct/indirect support to them, must respect the sanctity of the IHL and take responsible 

measures towards the local populous, who bear the brunt and consequences of their armed 

confrontations, and the community of nations must be ready to punish those that do not 

respect the sanctity of these rules.  
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